Edition Comparison
Whatever your business needs are, MyQ has an
edition to match. Choose between MyQ Smart,
MyQ Enterprise – ideal for both SMEs and large
enterprises – or go full PRO with MyQ Ultimate.

Choose an Edition that
fits your needs

SMART

ENTERPRISE

ULTIMATE

QUICK DEPLOYMENT







DEVICE MANAGEMENT







MOBILE PRINT







SECURE PRINT







PERSONALIZED
DEVICE UI





SCAN & WORKFLOW






DOCUMENT PROCESSING
SOFTWARE UPDATES







SOFTWARE ASSURANCE*







* professional helpdesk support is available
via a MyQ Certified Partner

For more information about the MyQ Smart Edition visit https://smart.myq-solution.com.

www.myq-solution.com

Before 2.600 EUR
Now FREE

Secure your print environment, monitor all devices
in the network, create powerful reports and enjoy
the freedom of mobile print.
Also suitable for commercial use.

SMART EDITION

Quick deployment of MyQ

Flexibility with Mobile Print

MyQ takes just a few minutes to install, thanks
to the built-in quick setup guide. The entire printer
ﬂeet, be it a single device or thousands of them, is
automatically discovered, added and made ready
for users.

Mobile printing by MyQ is more than just printing
from a smart device. MyQ enables users to log in
and manage their jobs through smartphones or
tablets with the help of the MyQ Mobile App (iOS
and Android) – print files, securely release jobs,
recharge credit, unlock devices, and more from the
device always keep at hand.

Device management from a single
spot
Thanks to the feature of monitoring local and
network devices, MyQ supplies regular updates
on device status, as well as information about
the current level of consumable resources and any
current malfunctions of individual devices. Has your
printer run out of toner? Is the paper jammed, or is
there another technical issue with the device? MyQ
sends a notiﬁcation about it immediately.

AirPrint, e-mail print and Mopria are also an
easy option once the MyQ Mobile Print Agent is
set up. Your business partners, hotel guests or
other esteemed visitors will be able to print their
jobs straight away, without needing to install any
drivers.

End-to-end Security
As a rule, MyQ secures all data in the network,
using database encryption, end-to-end secured job
transfer, as well as by offering advanced watermark
options with multiple settings definable by users.
Print jobs are also protected by authentication
when using pull printing with MyQ Mobile Print.
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Enjoy a fully personalized device UI which
only displays functions the user needs.
Improve efficiency with a powerful one-click
scanning workflow.

ENTERPRISE EDITION

A fully personalized device UI –
the MyQ Embedded Terminal
A user-friendly interface that is easy to
understand. For example, if a user mostly uses
the MFP to color-scan documents to their e-mail,
that function can be pre-set to appear as the ﬁrst
thing on the screen, alongside other print and copy
options they use most often.

Expanded Pull Printing
Pull printing with MyQ allows users to completely
control the release of their jobs with access after
authentication by ID, PIN, username and password.
Users’ jobs are securely stored within the MyQ
Server and wait until the owner releases them
at the device of their choice.

Functions displayed on the screen can
be adjusted for a speciﬁed group of users,
e.g. departments, as well as for a single user or
machine.

MyQ Theme Editor
Visual themes and backgrounds set as default on
the UI can be easily replaced with the company’s
brand colors and logo, giving the terminal a
much more personalized feel. The admin can also
upload a set of different icons for the tiles. All of
this is done with the help of MyQ Theme Editor.
Hand in hand goes the option to choose out of
35 languages in which the UI will communicate with
the user.
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Scanning & Workflow to e-mail,
folder or cloud
Thanks to personalized scanning proﬁles, a given
task can be sent to more destinations with
a single push of a button. A document can be sent
simultaneously to your own mailbox, to a cloud
repository using a secured link, to a supervisor’s
folder, etc. Enjoy a built-in OCR functionality
without any extra costs.

Digitize your organization with MyQ Ultimate
Edition, which builds upon the MyQ Enterprise
Edition by adding first-class OCR software and
document processing options.

ULTIMATE EDITION

Advanced document processing
This function enables users to easily scan various
documents – such as invoices, orders, contracts,
forms, questionnaires, production lists, etc. –
and the software automatically extracts all
contained data and stores it in editable format to
a selected destination. This saves time otherwise
spent on retyping the data into the system
manually.

Excellent document availability
thanks to various connectors
Documents can be stored in various systems,
thanks to the connectors it supports. Companies
can easily integrate MyQ with existing Document
management systems, platforms or cloud
drives. Users can then browse and search in
folders, or create new folder structures directly
from the device panel.

The function not only recognizes text, but also
checkboxes, the presence of stamps or signatures,
and is able to process barcodes or QR codes
using advanced OCR engines.

Smart Workflows
Smart Workflows significantly reduce time spent on
scanning. Scanned documents can automatically
be separated, classified, processed and stored
in any supported destination, based on their type
or information contained. This minimalizes the
need for the user’s intervention, as most of the
decisions they would otherwise have to make can
be predefined in the internal system.
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For more information visit
www.myq-solution.com
or contact us
+420 228 800 697
info@myq-solution.com

